The dynamic monitoring of a tower for mobile communications with 50 meters high using a bi-axial optical accelerometer is reported. The resonant frequencies for the first modes were obtained, being consistent with the expected values.
approximately 2 meters below its top. Using a bi-axial optical accelerometer it was possible to measure acceleration time histories in two independent horizontal directions. 
Results
In figure 2 is presented the acceleration data over time acquired during the application of small mechanical horizontal impulses. The acceleration was measured for the two sensitive directions of the accelerometer. The natural frequencies of the structure can be obtained identifying the peaks on the frequencies spectra, which are obtained from fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the acceleration time histories recorded. The frequencies spectra obtained are shown in figure 3 for both sensitive directions.
From the data presented in figure 3 it is possible to indentify the values of the first three frequencies of the structure for each direction. Although, the first natural frequency is the most important since is the most representative of the structure dynamic response, the values for the following modes can also assist in the calibration of the numerical model, since these structures are not perfectly symmetric in terms of stiffness and mass distribution. The results obtained for each direction are consistent, and are in the range of the values expected for this type of structures. 
Conclusions
In this work, the use of optical technology for the dynamic characterization of a steel tower has been demonstrated. The FBG based accelerometer was able to measure acceleration in two independent horizontal directions, from which it was possible to obtain the natural frequencies of the structure. The values found for those natural frequencies are in the range of frequencies expected for this type of structures. This data can be used to calibrate numerical finite element models that represent the structural behavior of this type of towers. Accurate and calibrate numerical models can be used to identify eventual structural damages or deficiencies, to develop parametric vulnerability studies, to develop and optimize new structural solutions, and certainly to reach a better understanding of the in-wind and cross-wind response of this type of structures. 
